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Abstract We show four heuristics for the card game “Daihinmin” and evaluate
their effectiveness by some experiments. Our heuristics are implemented on the
program called “kou” which is the champion program at UECda-2014 light class.
This program uses only heuristics to play Daihinmin. In evaluatio n experiments,
we show the strongness of “kou” by matching past champions which contain both
of Monte-Carlo algorithm and heuristic algorithm. The result is that our heuristics
are effective and our program is as strong as Monte-Carlo algorithm.

1 Introduction

Study on games can be classified into perfect information games and imperfect
information games. The perfect information game can be solved by game tree
search. The a� b method is a famous game tree searching method. In recent years,
Monte-Carlo tree search [1] is known as effective method for game tree search.
Especially, Go is the most successful application of Monte-Carlo tree search [2].

On the other hand, there is no effective tree searching method for imperfect
information games. There is a difficulty that possible states are too many because of
imperfectness, then there are too many branches if we create a game tree. But some
studies and progress can be found on imperfect information games [3, 4].

“Daihinmin” is a famous card game in Japan. This game is similar to Big-Two
which is also a card game mainly played in China [5]. The player is more than 2,
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then Daihinmin is a multi-player, imperfect information game. There is a compe-
tition of computer Daihinmin called “UECda” [6]. In this annually competition,
Monte-Carlo simulation method is an effective move searching method [7] and all
champions uses this method in recent years.

In this paper, we show some heuristics for Daihinmin and evaluate whose effects
by experiments. The base program to implement our heuristics is called “kou”
which is the champion program at light class in UECda-2014 and this does not use
Monte-Carlo method. This program is as strong as “snowl” [8] which is the
champion program at UECda-2010 and uses Monte-Carlo method. In addition, the
time complexity of our program is about one hundred times faster than that of
Monte-Carlo method program. This is a new possibility of heuristics on computer
Daihinmin.

2 Rules of “Daihinmin”

Daihinmin is a multi-player imperfect information game and uses standard pack of
52 cards with one joker. The number of players is arbitrarily more than 2 but 5
players are the best balance to play. In the following, we assume that the number of
players is 5. At first, shuffled almost even number of cards are provided to every
player. The 53 cards can not be divided evenly by 5 players, thus three players have
11 cards and two players have 10 cards. The rank of cards has the order
3; 4; 5; . . .; 9; T; J;Q;K;A; 2 where “2’’ is the strongest card and “3’’ is the weakest.
In contrast, the suit “c, d, h, s” is not ordered.

The goal of this game is to get rid of all hands as fast as possible, and the fastest
player is called “Daifugo”, the second fastest player is called “Fugo”, the third
player is called “Heimin”, the fourth player is called “Hinmin” and the fifth, that is
the latest, player is called “Daihinmin.” The round ends when Daihinmin is deci-
ded. One round consists of some tricks and a trick is lead by the player who has
taken the previous trick. The first trick in the round is lead by the player who has the
card “3d.” The player who leads a trick can play arbitrarily and the trick is followed
by plays. Every player sits along a playing order. The order is changed after some
rounds end.

The “play” of this game can be classified into followings.

• Every single card is a “Single” play.
• Plural cards are one of “Pair”, “Triple” or “Quartet” play if all card ranks of each

play are the same. For example, “4s, 4d” is Pair and “Qc, Qh, Qs” is Triple. On
the other hand, “7s, 8s” or “6c, 6d, 8h” are not a play.

• The play named “Kaidan” is constructed of more than three cards such that all
cards have the same suit and ranks are successive. For example, “4h, 5h, 6h” is
Kaidan with three cards, but both of “6c, 7s, 8c” and “8d, Td, Jd, Qd” are not
Kaidan.
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We call “Single”, “Pair”, “Triple”, “Quartet” or “Kaidan” with the number of
cards “types of play.” For example, the type of “7s” is Single, the type of “Ts Js Qs
Ks” is Kaidan with four cards and the type of “3c, 4c, 5c” is Kaidan with three
cards. Every type of play has a specific order of strength as follows.

• On the type of Single, Pair, Triple or Quartet: the rank of the play represents the
order. For example, on the type of Triple, “6s, 6c, 6h” is weaker than “7h, 7d, 7c”
and it is stronger than “4h, 4d, 4s.” On the other hand, “6d, 6c, 6h” has the equal
strength. For another example, “2h, 2d” is the strongest on the type of Pair.

• On the type of Kaidan: let a and b be plays whose type is Kaidan. If the highest
rank in a is lower than the lowest rank in b then b is stronger than a, or vice
versa. If the condition is not satisfied then a and b are incomparable. For
example, “3d, 4d, 5d” is weaker than “6c, 7c, 8c” but “4s, 5s, 6s” is incom-
parable to both of them. Of course, “3d, 4d, 5d” and “6h, 7h, 8h, 9h” are not in
the same type then these two plays are incomparable.

The player can select pass or play. Every play must be stronger than the last play
in the trick. If the player has no stronger play, he must pass. Once pass is selected,
the player can not play until the trick is end. When all players pass, the trick is taken
by whom the last play does.

From the shuffled card providing, this game is non-deterministic. This game is
zero-sum because one player takes Daifugo then other player can not be Daifugo.
Thus, the game “Daihinmin” is multi-player, zero-sum, finite, non-deterministic,
imperfect information game.

There are some special rules depend on play.

• Joker can be used as a substitution of any cards. The play “7d, 9d, Joker” is
equivalent to “7d, 8d, 9d.” “Ac, 2c, Joker” is the strongest Kaidan with three
cards. The single Joker is the strongest Single but only “3s” can defeat it.

• “Shibari”: When succeeding two plays have corresponding suits, then the trick
is in Shibari. If Shibari is initiated, all succeeding plays must also have corre-
sponding suits. In other words, when Shibari begins then possible plays are
restricted such that the suits is corresponding until the end of the trick. For
example, assume that the last play is “6d” and next player plays “9d”, then the
successive player can only play “Td’’, “Jd’’, “Qd’’, “Kd’’, “Ad’’, “2d’’ or
“joker.’’ Assume that he plays “Ad” then the next player can only play “2d” or
“joker.”
For another example, assume that the last play on the trick is “7s, 7d” and the
next player plays “Qs, Qd”, then the successive player can only play “Ks, Kd”,
“As, Ad” or “2s, 2d.”

• “8”: If a play contains a card whose rank is “8”, then the trick is terminated.
Then a new trick is lead by this player.

• “kakumei” (=revolution): Quartet or Kaidan with more than five cards initiate
the “revolution.” When it begins, the order of the rank becomes upside down. In
the revolution, the rank “3” is the strongest and “2” is the weakest. Twice
revolution bring the order into normal.
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• Card exchange: When a successive round starts, following card change is done
after dealing the cards.

– Daihinmin (5th at the last round) must submit the best and the second best
Single card to Daifugo (1st at the last round), and Daifugo returns arbitrary
two cards to Daihinmin.

– Hinmin (4th at the last round) must submit the best Single card to Fugo (2nd
at the last round), and Fugo returns arbitrary one card to Hinmin.

When a round is ended, every player get the following points:

• Daifugo: 5 points
• Fugo: 4 points
• Heimin: 3 points
• Hinmin: 2 points
• Daihinmin: 1 point

After plural rounds, players’ ranking is decided by their total points.

3 UECda—The Computer Daihinmin Competition

In the University of Electro-Communications, Japan, computer Daihinmin com-
petition is held every year [6]. The competition has two classes. One is “light class”
whose program is restricted to heuristic or some light algorithms. The other is
“unlimited class’’ in which any algorithm is allowed. The competition sets the
following environment.

• The number of player is just 5.
• After 100 rounds are played, players’ playing order (=sitting position) is

changed randomly.
• Total 1000 or 4000 rounds are done and the total of points decides the players’

rank.

In UECda-2014, we won the “light class” with the program named “kou” and we
introduce our heuristics in this paper.

4 Heuristics

4.1 Algorithm Overview

The following is the overview of the algorithm of “kou” which is the winner of
UECda-2014 light class.
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1. Finding better combination of plays in the hand such that

• each of plays has no overlapping and
• the number of plays is nearly minimum.

2. Select the play which has the highest evaluation value to end the trick. We
define the evaluation function for this selection. This function includes some
heuristics and special rules to make a priority on plays.

3. If such play is not found, select the play such that “weakness of the hand” is not
increase. This means that remaining hand is stronger than the present hand.
Usually, the weakest will be played with this criterion.

The combination of plays in hand is made by the following algorithm.

1. Find all Kaidan whose cards are not any member of Pairs, Triples or Quartets.
2. Let the strongest card and “8” be Single.
3. Find Quartets, Triples and Pairs from the rest of the hand.
4. At last, all the rest cards are Singles.

This algorithm divides player’s hand into plays which are not overlapping.
Heuristics used in the evaluation function are as follows.

4.2 Evaluation to End the Trick

The evaluation value is found for each play in the hand. If this value is higher than
that of other plays, we think the play is stronger and it tends to end the trick. The
evaluation value for a play is calculated by the followings.

1. If the play can end the trick, i.e. there is no possible play which is stronger than
the play, then the evaluation value is 100. If the move contains “8” then it is
101. Joker’s value is 100 if “3s” is already played, otherwise it is 1.

2. If the play is Kaidan, 100 − (possible Kaidan plays) * (finished player + 1) is the
evaluation value. Here, (possible Kaidan plays) is the number of possible
Kaidan which can be played by enemies. (finished player) is the number of
players who have finished this round.

3. If there are more than 3 players remaining and the play is Pair, Triple or Quartet
then 100�Pm

i¼1 fiðnÞ is the evaluation value. Here, m is the number of possible
stronger plays which is in enemies’ hand. Each i means a play which is in
enemies’ hand. fiðnÞ is found by the following.
Let n = (the number of stronger cards) − (the number of cards of my
play) + (finished player). Then

fiðnÞ ¼
4 ðn� 0Þ
9 ðn ¼ 1Þ
15 ðn ¼ 2Þ
24 ðn� 3Þ

8
>><

>>:
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This means stronger play i takes smaller value of fiðÞ, then the evaluation value
will be bigger.

4. Otherwise, i.e. if the move is Single, Pair, Triple or Quartet, 100 − ((stronger
total) * 30) is the evaluation value. Here, (stronger total) is the sum of ranks of
plays which are in enemies’ hands.

5. If these values are less than or equal 0, let it 1.
If this value of the play is equal to or greater than 95, then we think the play will
end the trick. We call this value “strength” of the play. Let m be a play, then the
strength of m is denoted by sm.

4.3 “Shibari” Priority

When the player can initiate Shibari by the play m, the strength of such play sm is
modified to upper limit if the following condition holds.

• After this Shibari, the player has the strongest move.

If this condition does not hold, m will not be played.

4.4 Trick Leading Play

We define play priority for every play m to lead the trick.
The play priority pm for a play m is calculated by the following.

• If m is Kaidan and contains “8” then pm ¼ 9.
• If m is Joker then pm ¼ 3.
• If 1� sm � 94 then pm ¼ 20þ 2ðrank of mÞ. Here, (rank of m) is 1 if play “m” is

the weakest and 13 if play “m” is the strongest among plays whose types are the
same. For example, a Kaidan “4s 5s 6s’’ has the (rank of m) of 2 because there
exists only weaker play “3s 4s 5s.”

• If 95� sm then pm ¼ 110� sm.

If pm is bigger, the play “m” has high priority. If there are some plays whose
priority are the same, then the best play is selected from the following order:
Kaidan, Triple, Pair and Single.

This value is also used to play when there is no play to end the trick. In such
case, combining the following hand weakness, the best play will be selected.
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4.5 Strong Play Reservation

We define the hand weakness. The hand weakness is the sum of the following wm

for every play m in the hand.

wm ¼
2 ð1� sm � 30Þ
1 ð31� sm � 60Þ
0 ð61� sm � 90Þ
�1 ð91� smÞ

8
>><

>>:

This value means how the remaining hand is weak. If there is the play m such
that sm is high but the hand weakness is also high, then m will not be played. This is
balancing procedure to avoid wasting strong moves.

5 Evaluation Experiments

5.1 Comparing with Past Champions

The following is the list of past light class champions.

• “chibiHana” is the C version of Kishimen_2013 which is the champion of the
light class in UECda-2013. This program makes combination of plays whose
number is the minimum. The finish search of this program is sophisticated and
Shibari strategy is also implemented.

• “Party” is the champion of the light class in UECda-2012. This program tends to
have plays which can end the trick. Joker will be used to play weaker cards.
Shibari is also considered to end the trick.

Comparing with these two programs, we set the match among the following five
programs.

• kou
• chibiHana
• Party
• default
• default

Here, default is the basic strategy program which plays the weakest in the hand.
Table 1 is the scores of this setting.

From this result, “kou” is the strongest heuristic algorithm comparing with past
two years champions. Especially, “kou” marks high scores at all rounds from 1000
to 10,000.
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5.2 Comparing with Monte-Carlo Algorithms

Monte-Carlo algorithm is also effective to Daihinmin. In recent years, all cham-
pions at “unlimited class” are made with Monte-Carlo simulation. The following is
the list of famous Monte-Carlo Daihinmin programs.

• “beersong” is the champion program at UECda-2013.
• “paoon” is the champion program at UECda-2012.
• “crow” is the champion program at UECda-2011 [9].
• “snowl” is the champion program at UECda-2010 [8].

Table 2 is the scores of these four programs and “kou.”
From this result, “kou” is as strong as “snowl” which is the early Monte-Carlo

algorithm client of Daihinmin. Time complexity of “kou” is very low comparing
with any Monte-Carlo programs. We don’t have precise data but kou’s calculation
time is about hundred times faster than other Monte-Carlo programs. Thus, we can
say that kou marks the highest scores per second.

5.3 Heuristics Effect

To evaluate the heuristics used in “kou”, we have made some modified players to
compare with the original kou. The modified player is as follows.

1. Evaluation to end the trick: The original “kou” uses 95 as the threshold value to
decide that the play can end the trick or not. So, we prepare w100, w90 and w80
whose thresholds are 100, 90 and 80, respectively.

Table 1 Results among light
class champions

Rounds 1000 4000 7000 10000

kou 3660 14954 26178 37413

chibiHana 3493 14136 24817 35460

Party 3271 12698 22208 31536

Default 2324 9198 16017 22900

Default 2252 9014 15780 22691

Table 2 Results against
Monte-Carlo programs

Rounds 100 300 500 700 900

Kou 344 920 1481 2021 2528

Beersong 335 999 1541 2213 2853

Paoon 299 891 1570 2209 2893

Crow 246 851 1451 2068 2678

Snowl 276 839 1457 1989 2548
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2. Shibari priority: We prepare programs lock+ and lock−. Here, lock+ plays
Shibari if it possible and lock− never plays Shibari.

3. Trick leading play: Two programs are prepared which are weak and single. At
the leading of the trick, weak always plays the weakest play in the hand. On the
other hand, single always plays the weakest Single.

4. Strong play reservation: The program use_2 does not use “hand weakness”
value and “Strong play reservation” heuristic.

Every modified program and the original “kou” are independently matched with
the four same enemies. Here, all enemies are the same program which is one of
chibiHana, Party or default. For example, we set a test match with one w100 and
four chibiHana.

In the followings, all experiments are evaluated by 1000 rounds.

5.3.1 Evaluation to End the Trick

Table 3 shows the score difference between the modified program and the original
program.

The program w100 is weaker than the original from this result. On the other
hand, w90 and w80 are stronger than the original, thus there will be more optimal
threshold value under 95. For chibiHana, the threshold may be between 90 and 95,
but it will be under 80 for Party and default. More detailed experiments and analysis
are needed to decide the threshold value. Now, we can conclude that 95 is not bad
value and this heuristic is effective for various enemies.

5.3.2 Shibari Priority

Table 4 shows the score difference between lock+ or lock− and the original
program.

Table 3 Score difference of
end the trick heuristic

Modified
program enemy

w100 score
difference

w90 score
difference

w80 score
difference

chibiHana −2132 +403 +210

Party −767 +663 +970

Default −825 +15 +121
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From this result, the score of lock− is 1211 less than that of the original. Every
difference is minus then we can conclude that both of lock+ and lock− are weaker
than the original “kou.” Especially, the difference against chibiHana is bigger than
the others. This is caused that chibiHana’s “end the trick” strategy is more effective
than Party and default.

5.3.3 Trick Leading Play

Table 5 shows the score difference about weak and single.
Both modified program weak and single become weaker than the original. Thus

we can say that the trick leading heuristic is also effective.

5.3.4 Strong Play Reservation

Table 6 shows the score difference about use_2.
Evaluation of this heuristic’s effectiveness needs careful discussion. For

chibiHana, this heuristic is effective. But it is not effective for the other two ene-
mies. Obviously, default is the weakest among chibiHana, Party and default. Thus,
strong play reserving is effective for the enemies which has complicated algorithm.
For a simple enemy, simple play will be effective rather than reserving strong plays.

Table 4 Score difference of
Shibari heuristic

Modified program
enemy

lock− score
difference

lock+ score
difference

chibiHana −1211 −720

Party −117 −287

Default −757 −203

Table 5 Score difference of
trick leading play heuristic

Modified program
enemy

Weak score
difference

Single score
difference

chibiHana −165 −1086

Party −679 −376

Default −856 −895

Table 6 Score difference of
strong play reservation
heuristic

Modified program enemy Use_2 score difference

chibiHana −157

Party +100

Default +102
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce the heuristics of “kou” which is the champion program
at UECda-2014 light class. The main heuristics are the following four point of view.

• Evaluation to end the trick
• Shibari priority
• Trick leading play
• Strong play reservation

All of these heuristics are effective but Strong play reservation is not effective for
some simple algorithm enemies. Moreover, there is possibility that the threshold
value or some parameters can be sophisticated by optimization technique or machine
learning method. Now, such parameters are provided by hard coding in the program
and the values are also selected by heuristic method. When we optimize these values
then our program will become more stronger. This is remained for a future study.

In addition, we have shown the strongness of “kou” against past champions and
Monte-Carlo algorithms. Especially, “kou” is little stronger than “snowl” which is
the champion program at UECda-2010 and it is famous as the turning point that
Monte-Carlo algorithm is useful for Daihinmin. It is known that Monte-Carlo
algorithm takes much time to play. By our brief counting, heuristic algorithms are
one hundred times faster than Monte-Carlo algorithms. Thus, We can show a new
possibility of Daihinmin player by heuristic algorithm.
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